Components of an Effective Disclosure Law

In recent years, there has been a steep increase in election spending by outside actors. Much of this spending has come from entities that do not publicly disclose their donors — often referred to as “dark money.”¹ There has also been a rise in “gray money” — election spending by entities that disclose their donors in a manner that makes the original sources of money difficult or impossible to trace.²

Dark money groups spent almost $181 million in federal contests during the 2016 election cycle.³ This spending took place on both sides of the aisle, with outside groups providing substantial financial support to candidates of both major political parties without disclosing the source of their funds.⁴ The overall rise in dark money partly reflects a sharp uptick in donations to super PAC spenders.⁵ Although super PACs must legally disclose their donors, nonprofit groups that donate to super PACs, such as 501(c)(4) social welfare groups and 501(c)(6) trade associations, do not.⁶ Together, super PACs and dark money groups spent over $1.4 billion in the 2016 federal election cycle.⁷ With such large sums of money at play, the public needs to have the information necessary to make informed decisions at the polls.

Transparency is especially crucial at the state and local level, where dark money poses a unique threat.⁸ State and local elections are relatively low-cost compared to federal contests, so it is easy for dark money to dominate with unaccountable messages that voters cannot assess meaningfully.⁹ In many contests that the Brennan Center has studied, in fact, dark money groups outspend candidates with amounts in the low $100,000s, or even in the $10,000s.¹⁰ Such sums could be prohibitively expensive for candidates and community groups to overcome, but are pocket change for special interests.¹¹ Sources of dark money often harbor a direct economic interest in a state or local election’s outcome.¹² Attempts to influence election outcomes have proliferated, from charter school interests donating in local school board elections, to power suppliers targeting an Arizona public utilities commission race with $3.2 million in dark money ads.¹³ Dark money spending also impacts ballot measure elections, which take place in all 50 states.¹⁴ Because ballot measures are often high-stakes but low-cost for business interests, secret outside spenders have poured money into these contests.¹⁵

Strengthening disclosure laws is a key way to increase transparency. Despite significant changes in campaign finance law in recent years, disclosure is among the few campaign finance rules that the Supreme Court still embraces. The Court has noted that disclosure requirements “provid[e] the electorate with information, deterring actual corruption and avoiding any appearance thereof.”¹⁶

Disclosure also has broad popular support. In a November 2015 Associated Press poll, for example, 76 percent of respondents agreed that “all groups that raise and spend unlimited money to support candidates should be required to publicly disclose their contributors.”¹⁷ Eighty-seven percent of respondents in that same poll report-
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ed that they believed that disclosure would be at least somewhat effective at reducing the influence of money in politics. And a 2015 New York Times/CBS News poll underscored that disclosure has broad bipartisan support, with Democrats and Republicans equally supporting a requirement that groups spending money in political campaigns publicly disclose their contributors.

States and local governments have been working to strengthen transparency in their elections. For example, Montana's disclosure law requires all groups engaged in election spending to disclose the source of their funds. Strong disclosure provisions have also been enacted in California, Delaware, and New York City. Recently, Washington State enacted the Washington DISCLOSE Act of 2018, which will strengthen existing transparency measures by requiring disclosure by nonprofits spending significant sums in politics.

Disclosure, on its own, does not replace other necessary campaign finance reforms, but it is a crucial tool to unearth special interest spending that can distort policy. A model disclosure law would:

1. **Ensure that voters and regulators know who is really behind the spending:**

   **Extend disclosure to organizations that donate to spender organizations.** In California, even a nonprofit must disclose donors for contributions made to organizations that engage in outside spending, and outside spenders must list the top two donors who gave them at least $50,000. Subject to certain exceptions, Connecticut requires spenders to list the names of their own contributors, as well as the five biggest aggregate donors to those contributors if their funds are used for independent expenditures.

   **Require disclosure of the people in charge of opaque spending entities.** The individuals contributing to a dark money group are generally not the same individuals running the group. Information about the identities of both makes meaningful accountability more possible. Delaware, for example, requires entity contributors to provide "one responsible party" for the entity. In New York City, entities contributing to organizations engaging in outside spending are required to disclose "at least one individual who exercises control over the activities of such contributing entity."

   **Require disclaimers on political advertising.** Public information about funders is most helpful to voters if that information appears on the advertising itself in the form of a "paid for by" disclaimer. Disclaimer requirements should require that advertisements state whether they are paid for and/or authorized by a candidate or another group. Lawmakers may consider additional requirements, such as requiring advertisements from outside groups to list the group's top few contributors on each ad. Such a requirement helps
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bolster the efficacy of disclosure when ads are run by groups with anodyne names or that are unfamiliar to voters.28

2. Close loopholes that allow nonprofits to keep donors secret when they spend money in politics:

Require disclosure by all groups that spend a substantial amount of money in politics. California, Washington, and Montana’s disclosure laws apply to groups even if their “primary purpose” is not deemed political.29 The specific dollar amounts that would make spending by such groups “substantial” will vary by jurisdiction. Contact the Brennan Center to discuss the best way to determine the appropriate amount in your jurisdiction.

Require disclosure on both express advocacy ads and issue ads that mention candidates. Laws that only require disclosure of spending on “express advocacy” communications — that is, ads that specifically urge voters to vote for or against a candidate — only address a fraction of independent spending. Advertisers in states with such laws can easily dodge disclosure by avoiding using certain words. In reality, so-called “issue ads” provide an easy vehicle for hidden spending. State and local laws should require disclosure of issue ads within a reasonable window of time before an election.30

Require disclosure of donors to political spending even if they don’t earmark their contributions for that purpose. For example, Delaware requires disclosure of all donors to groups that buy electioneering communications.31 Lawmakers might also consider permitting donors to establish separate accounts specific to spending and receiving for election purposes if they do more than political spending. Connecticut and New York have taken this approach.32

3. Require disclosure before Election Day. Some states’ disclosure schedules result in significant gaps between campaign spending and reporting. This can leave sources of major election spending undisclosed until just before, or even well after, Election Day.33

4. Include reasonable accommodations to ensure disclosure rules are not overly burdensome:

Set reasonable monetary thresholds. Not every penny needs to be disclosed for a transparency bill to be effective. Small contributions and expenditures do not raise the risks of corruption or distorting influence that disclosure laws are meant to address. Implementing reasonable thresholds is a smart way to ensure that disclosure measures are tailored to target big spending.

Permit reasonable exemptions. In some instances, the publicity associated with donor disclosure can risk harming certain individuals, such as survivors of domestic violence. Disclosure is also inappropriate when there is evidence that past disclosure exposed a group’s members to severe retaliation. Carefully crafted exemptions can protect these individuals’ demonstrated need for privacy without meaningfully reducing the anticorruption or informational value of disclosure.34
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Make other reasonable accommodations. States should avoid capturing non-political spending in their campaign finance disclosure laws. Under California law, for example, individual donors may expressly prohibit a recipient organization from using their money for political purposes and thus avoid having to be disclosed.35

5. Ensure adequate enforcement, but make penalties proportional. Small or technical lapses should not be subject to adjudication procedures or large fines, and penalties should be predictable.36
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